
10/15/12 Meeting Minutes of NE AIDS Fund Task Force 

 
– State leaders -  
  
NE AIDS Fund Task Force leaders met at Trinity UMC in Grand Island on Oct. 15th.  Maureen Vetter chaired the 
meeting, as neither co-chairs could attend. (Sarah Ashley had student teaching responsibility and Bill Black had to 
work.)  Other attendees were Andrew Brackett from Kearney NAP, Susan Goodman from GI AIDS Clinic, Frances 
Moore from Bellevue, and Chad Boling.  Early in the meeting, Sarah Fowler and Mandy Smidt joined us. 
 
Highlights of the meeting:   

 Maureen shared messages from Sarah and Bill about their leadership commitments, and enticed Frances 
to join the leadership team, as a third co-chair. Frances will figure out her role in conjunction with Sarah 
and Bill. 

 The Ambassador List was discussed, and Andrew and Frances promoted the idea of making it a Google 
Doc. Follow-up note:  Our AIDS Ambassadors List is now on Google Docs as an Excel spreadsheet. Andrew 
did the lion’s share of the data collection and posting, with a lot of input from Maureen; he and Frances 
together tweaked the format to include Liz Bady’s extensive effort on linking every church to the 
appropriate District.  The beauty of this list is that all District Leaders can now add and edit Ambassador 
information themselves, and the list we see will always be as up-to-date as the last entry! We hope this 
will make District leaders more effective and efficient. (Andrew is no longer saddled with managing the 
database.  But that means we are counting on District leaders to do their own input!) Frances is the 
Google Doc ‘owner’, so she is responsible for making it available to everyone who needs access. 

 We discussed grants, and learned (later) that the deadline has been extended to Nov. 15. This was 
included in recent UM Connect, as well as how to apply. Andrew shared insights into how the grant works 
in Kearney. 

 New resources have been sent to the Resource Center by Maureen and Bill. 
 

Follow-up Notes:  Our newest AIDS Ambassador is our new Bishop, Scott Jones! And former Bishop Ann Sherer 
Simpson is on Global AIDS fund Task force for UMC. 

 
We are all grateful for Maureen Vetter’s years of leadership, and we will rely on her wisdom as we move forward 
and figure out our respective roles.  Thanks, Maureen!! 


